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(A) Sagittal (left), coronal (middle), and axial (right) normalized glass brain showing all 176 electrodes after 

normalization in Talairach's anatomical space. 

(B) Experimental paradigm used to present masked and unmasked words, with d′ measures in the forced-choice 

semantic task. 



Figure 2. Spatiotemporal Dynamics of iERP Effects  



Figure 3. iERP Effects on Three Representative Electrodes  
(A) Maximum size of significant masked and unmasked effects across the 0–800-ms time window are displayed as red 

squares, whose size and color intensity are proportional to peak absolute voltage amplitude. 

(B) Mean iERPs of three representative electrodes in occipital, fusiform, and frontal cortex (location shown in [A]). 

Shadowed areas indicate significant effects (difference between word and blank conditions). The bottom graphs (blue 

traces) show the time course of the “word minus blank” subtraction separately from the masked and unmasked 

conditions. All three sites exhibit an initial common peak, followed by a polarity reversal and delayed activity specific to 

the unmasked condition. 



Figure 4. Lobar Analysis of iERPs  

(A) For each lobe, proportions of electrodes showing a significant effect over time for masked (cyan) and unmasked (blue) 

conditions, respectively. 

(B) Voltage power, averaged across electrodes showing at least one significant effect, for masked (cyan) and unmasked 

(blue) conditions, respectively. Black dashed lines indicate latencies of the first significant differences (p < 0.05) between 

conditions. 



(A) Time-frequency diagrams showing the ERSPs of a representative electrode (Talairach −19,5, −90, −20). Color indicates the log power 

increase or decrease in power relative to baseline (same scale in all graphics). Top row, masked words, masked blanks, and their subtraction. 

Bottom row, same analysis for the unmasked conditions. 

(B) Time-frequency diagrams of mean ERSPs averaged across 147 electrodes for masked (left) and unmasked (right) effects. Dashed lines 

delimit the time-frequency windows used for the statistical analyses that appear in Figure 7. 

Figure 5. 

ERSP 

Effects  



(A) Phase synchrony analyses of a representative pair of electrodes (Talairach −12, −97, −12 and −28.5, −77.5, 6). Top row, masked condition; bottom row, 

unmasked condition. Each picture shows a time-frequency diagram of intertrial phase coherence across the two electrodes (ranging from 0 to 1) for the word 

condition, the blank condition, and their subtraction (different scale, including negative values). 

(B) Time-frequency diagrams of ITC averaged across all 1,283 electrode pairs, separately for masked (left) and unmasked (right) effects. Dashed lines delimit 

the time-frequency windows used for the analyses that appear in Figure 7. 

Figure 6. 

Phase 

Synchrony 

Effects  



Twelve time-frequency regions of interest were defined on ERSP and phase synchrony–averaged analyses (see Figures 

5B and 6B). For each region, mean ERSPs (A) and mean ITC (B) are plotted for three different time windows (abscissa 

axis: 100–200, 200–300, and 300–500 ms) and for four frequency bands (ordinate axis: alpha = 8–13 Hz; beta = 13–30 

Hz; low gamma = 30–50 Hz; and high gamma = 50–100 Hz), separately for the masked (M) and for the unmasked (UM) 

conditions. Bars represent one standard error of the mean. 

Figure 7. ERSP 

and Phase 

Synchrony 

across Three 

Time Windows  



Each figure depicts three orthogonal views of a transparent “glass brain,” with segments linking, for each patient, all pairs of 

electrodes. Segments are colored and sized according to the intensity of the increase or decrease in phase coherence in the 

beta frequency band (A), and in Granger causal gain (B) during the 300–500-ms time window. Superimposed lines are plotted in 

increasing order of the absolute value of the depicted parameter, so that larger values override smaller ones. Left two columns, 

masked effects; right two columns, unmasked effects. 

Figure 8. 

Phase 

Synchrony and 

Granger Causal 

Gain between 

300 and 500 

ms after Word 

Onset  



Figure 9. Granger Causality Analysis  

 

(A and B) Illustration of Granger causality analysis for 

a representative pair of electrodes located 

respectively in the frontal and occipital lobes. For each 

of the four experimental conditions, an F-test 

evaluates, over a sliding timing window, the causal 

influence of occipital activity on frontal electrode 

activity and vice versa (A). Note that this F-test is not 

directly comparable across conditions (because of 

smaller number of trials in the blank control 

conditions), nor can it be taken directly as a test of 

significance (because of inflation due to auto-

correlation [63]). Furthermore, masks alone obviously 

induce increases in causality. To evaluate how words 

and their conscious perception affect Granger 

causality, causal gain was then computed as the 

difference in the percentage of word-absent (blank) 

condition (B). Here, an obvious imbalance is seen, 

with a massive increase in causality only in the 

occipital-to-frontal direction and in the unmasked 

condition. For statistical analysis, we distinguished the 

mean causal gain (averaged across the two directions 

of causality) and the causal imbalance (difference in 

causal gain over the two directions of causality). 

(C and D) show the mean results, averaged over all 

electrode pairs (bars indicate one standard error of the 

mean). Mean causal gain and mean causal imbalance 

were calculated separately across three time windows 

(100–200 ms, 200–300 ms, and 300–500 ms) are 

plotted separately for the masked (M) and for the 

unmasked (UM) conditions. 
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In quale colore sono stampate queste parole? 



NOMINATE IL PIU' RAPIDAMENTE POSSIBILE IL COLORE 

DELL'INCHIOSTRO CON CUI ESSE SONO SCRITTE  



In quale colore sono stampate queste parole? 






